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Universal GoPro Mount  
General Instructions for P/N 60200 

 
 

General Precautions and Recommendations 
CAUTION: USERS SHOULD PROTECT PAINTED / COATED SURFACES PRIOR TO INSTALLATION 
This GoPro Swivel Assembly is intentionally built to fit a large variety of tube profiles. This style of mount 

can damage painted or coated surfaces if those surfaces are not protected. We have manufactured a 
custom rubber sleeve that fits ½” clamps Use the chart at the end of these instructions to determine what 

length of rubber is typically used for a particular tube diameter. 
 

CAUTION: After installing the mount, you generally want to minimize the amount of excess banding that 
sticks out past the clamp to roughly ¾”. If you decide to cut off the excess material, it is important to 
remove any/all sharp edges from the end of the band where the cut was made. A small file is best to 
remove this material. Our clamp comes with a plastic cover to install over the end of the band clamp 

once the mount is fully installed 
 

Basic Identification and Assembly 

 

BASIC PART IDENTIFICATION 
Listed from Top to Bottom in the picture – Top Swivel, Bottom Swivel, Universal Clamp 

 

 

Slide the completed swivel assembly into the Mount Base and align the mounting holes in 
the base with the hole in the Swivel Assembly. Slide the mounting screw through the non-

threaded hole in the Mount Base and thread the screw into the base by hand 
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Loosen the clamp until it is ‘Open’ as shown, then thread it through the base of the mount. 
You may need to bend the first couple inches of the clamp flat to thread it through the base 

 

With the band threaded through the base, cut your rubber sleeve to length, slide it on to the 
clamp, then thread the end of the band around the tube you are mounting to and back 

through the clamp then tension the clamp as needed.    

 

With the assembly fully built, you can now mount your camera, adjust the camera position 
and fully tension the Swivel adjustment screws 

 

When moving the mount to a smaller or larger diameter tube, you may need to change the 
size of the clamp. New clamps can be obtained from an auto parts store or most large scale 
hardware stores. Refer to the ‘Standard Clamp Sizes’ chart below to find the tube diameter 

and clamp size you need 

 
 

STANDARD CLAMP SIZES 
SIZE SAE METRIC 

 FROM TO FROM TO 
16 1/2" 29/32" 13 23 
28 1-1/4” 2" 32 50 
36 1-7/8" 2-5/8" 48 66 

 
 

ESTIMATED CUT LENGTHS FOR ROUND TUBE 
TUBE DIAMTER RUBBER LENGTH 

1” 2.0” 
1-1/4” 2-5/8” 
1-1/2” 3-1/4” 
1-3/4” 3-7/8” 

2” 4-1/2” 
2-1/2” 5-3/4” 

 
If you have questions during set up or would like to discuss other JOES Racing Products,  

Contact us at; 
 

JOES Racing Products 
1410 80th St SW, Unit F 

Everett, WA 98203 
PHONE: 877-267-1525  

EMAIL: Sales@Joesracing.com  

mailto:Sales@Joesracing.com

